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About Us
Our company, JS Technomech Pvt. Ltd., has dedicated all of its efforts towards meeting
our clients' diverse industrial requirements with speed. The constant hard work and
quality focus helps us in pleasing our customers to the fullest. The goal of our enterprise
is to continuously deliver them with premium Proﬁle Sheets, Bolts, Industrial Trolley,
Portable Equipment Trolley, Die Tools, Sheet Metal Components, etc. that are certiﬁed
by experts as the best in the market. All of these offerings match perfectly to the
standards of ISO 9001:2008. By ensuring such compliance to the ISO standards, we
strive to attain maximum customer satisfaction.
Under the leadership of Mr. Sami Khan, our enterprise works as a manufacturer, who
constantly focuses on providing high beneﬁts to associated clients. Further, we also
function as a service provider that helps customers immensely by rendering auxiliary
Installation Services, Repairing Services and more. We charge reasonable sum of
money in exchange of rendering such premium services.
We, JS Technomech Pvt. Ltd., at our premise focus immensely on maintaining the quality
of our diverse industrial range of Rooﬁng Panels, Rooﬁng Sheet, Proﬁle Sheets, Sheet
Metal Components, Roof Ventilation System etc. The aim behind such concentration of
focus is to ensure that all of our clients receive the best industrial products at their
doorsteps. A major concern of our business apart from quality is the timely delivery of
clients' orders. From the very start of our business journey, we have made sure that all of
our ordered goods reach clients on time. For the assurance of this, our Gurugram
(Haryana, India) based company has made strong partnerships with leading group of
logistic agents, they help us in reaching our clients within promised time frame.

Manufacturing Facility
In our top notch manufacturing facility, we carry out all of the essential production
activities with precision to manufacture high quality industrial offerings. The facility is
backed with the support of a skilled production team, which works in complete harmony
to bring forth standardized quality offerings. To help this diligent team, we have installed
the best machinery set ups in our facility. Top class lathe machines, sheet shearing
machines, metal sheet forming machines, etc.

Our Products

PUF Panel And Sheet

Puf Sandwich Panels

Puf Panels

Curved Proﬁle Sheet

Polycarbonate Rooﬁng Sheet

C Purlin

Ventilator System

Rooﬁng Accessories

FRP Products

Louver System

Hot Dip Galvanized Bracket

Turbo Roof Ventilation System
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